
believers rather than being forced into 
the discomfort of finding ways to fit in.

I wonder if, in the kingdom, God 
declares “I am ‘smoking hot’” when 
believers unite in such accepting and 
peaceful ways that a lovely picture, 
where there is a place for each one 
within the circle, is created.

Putting together the annual budget for 
this church is a lot like putting together 
a puzzle. The Finance Committee 
creates a framework and then they take 
bits of information from committees 
and tries to place them, with patience 
and cooperation, into the larger picture 
of this congregation. It is a picture that 
includes the children and the elderly; 

a picture that includes clergy and lay 
persons; a picture that includes the 
poor and the rich; a picture that takes 
responsibility seriously yet is open to 
the in-breaking of the unexpected. It 
is no easy task, but then, we are not 
an easy church! We are the church 
that feels like sand paper rubbing up 
against the soul to refine convictions 
and smooth out the rough places of 
faith. We are a complicated church, 
but a necessary one. In my opinion, 
the diversity of thought and person 
at Baptist Church of the Covenant 
cannot be found just anywhere. So, if 
this congregation does not exist, where 
else can we, all of us recovering and 
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The box said that there were a thousand 
pieces, but when we poured them out on 
the table, the number of puzzle pieces 
appeared to be much greater. Lloyd and 
I have an unspoken duty list when it 
comes to jigsaw puzzles. I receive all the 
outer edge pieces and begin to form the 
frame, while he takes all the others and 
begins a preliminary sorting by color and 
pattern. It was well past midnight when 
I finally had the border clearly defined, 
but because he had built momentum 
by already putting parts of the picture 
together, Lloyd begrudgingly conceded 
to the thought that we really should go 
to bed.

Now I am normally the first one up. I 
putter around the kitchen 
making coffee and then 
I read until Lloyd stirs. 
But on that morning, 
uncharacteristically, Lloyd 
was up first, and he was 
awake with enthusiasm. I 
snuggled back under the 
covers and murmured that 
I would linger between 
the sheets a little longer. But just as I 
was drifting back to sleep, I heard from 
the other room: “Eureka!” A little while 
later: “Voila!” The final straw came when 
he shouted, “Ooooh, I may have given 
up cigarettes, but I have not given up 
smokin’!” He was, of course, working 
on the puzzle, celebrating each piece’s 
placement.

I wonder if, in the Kingdom, God shouts 
“Eureka!” when decisions of faith are 
made, or in kingdom-language, when the 
lost are found. 

I wonder if, in the Kingdom, God shouts 
“Voila!” when a person can easily slide 
into a pew as a good match to a body of 
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Dear Friends,
Thank you for wanting 

to read and study these 
thoughts more 

carefully. Please know that 
I do not take full credit 

for anything that may be 
contained within, because 
I may have read or heard 
something at some point 

during my pilgrimage 
and do not remember its 
source and thus, cannot 
give the rightful author 

his/her credit. I pray that 
you will find inspiration 

and  
encouragement.

Sarah Shelton

Eureka! Voilá!
Ruth 3:1-5; 4:13-17; Psalm 146; Mark 12:38-44

I wonder if, in the Kingdom, 
God shouts “Eureka!” when 

decisions of faith are made, or 
in kingdom-language, when the 

lost are found.



newly discovering Baptists, go? The only way to exist 
is if we all, each one, give something to support the 
work of this good good church. 

Now let me remind you from the very beginning of this 
heart to heart that I am not privy to any individual’s 
giving record. In truth, you do not want me to have 
this information, because, 
you see, I treasure the fact 
that I can look you in the eye 
and not have my perception 
of who you are be affected 
by your giving record. And 
I will honestly tell you that 
if I knew that you were not 
giving to the church, it would 
be a problem for me. 

By now you surely know that I expect from myself 
loyalty and faithfulness in my commitment to you 
and to the church. Believing that we are equally 
dedicated, I expect the same in return. You see, in 
my heart and mind, church membership means being 
active in choosing to live your life with a specific 
group of Christians, to learn about love by loving and 
being loved by them; it is joining gifts and abilities 
for ministry within and without the church walls; it is 
committing to a life of service in all of life, not just on 
Sunday but every day of the week. Church is God’s 
idea of growing us up into the richest experience of 
salvation and, along the way, allowing us the privilege 
of telling the stories of Jesus to others who might 
also find God as the answer to all their questions and 
longings. Church is who feeds the hungry and binds 
up the brokenhearted and speaks the life-giving 

words of the gospel. Church is laying down our lives 
for one another. Church is where we roll the stones 
away and unbind one another’s grave clothes! Church 
is where we are privileged to witness life coming 
from death. (Joy Yee-Day 1.org, “An In-Between Time-Living in Times 

of Tears, Work and Hope”) Hearing all of that, maybe you can 
realize and forgive me for feeling so strongly about 
supporting the church financially, and that I expect 
you to do the same.

There is a story from history about the Gauls. (I found 

this story in Shannon Kershner’s sermon “Give. Grow. Become!” She cites 

it as coming from Mark Allan Powell’s book, Giving to God) In ancient 
times, the Gauls inhabited what is now France and 
Belgium. They spoke a Celtic language, and they 
were Druids, practicers of human sacrifice and 
believers in the Otherworld. During the conquests 

of the Roman Empire, 
however, the Gauls were 
introduced to Christianity 
by missionaries. Over time, 
some converted and were 
baptized. It seems that 
when they were baptized, 
they would totally 
submerge their bodies 
except for one arm. They 

would go under the water but hold that one arm out 
of the water so that when they were called to war, 
they could say, “This arm is not baptized.” Which left 
the unbaptized arm free to grab a club or sword or 
axe to destroy their enemies.

It’s a compelling image. A warrior being immersed 
into the faith, but with one arm out of the water so 
that this particular aspect of his identity would be 
free from the influence of baptism. With that image 
in my head, I wonder what we strive to keep dry? 
What part of ourselves would we choose to be free 
of baptism? 

The numbers from Sherri Swickard’s office give us 
that answer. She surprised me with some unexpected 
data this year. Let me begin there. Throughout 
the year, we have all sorts of events that require a 
fee to participate: Passport, Camp BCOC, Beach 
Retreat, Baron’s Games. You get the idea. There are 
31 individuals who can come up with the money 
for these events but never give anything else to 
the ongoing budgetary concerns to assist with the 
expense of facilities, programming or personnel. So 
maybe I should remind us that the fees associated 
with these events, support only the event itself. They 
do not help at all when the Birmingham Water Works 
or Alabama Power send monthly bills. 

We have 371 members in this church. Of those 371, 221 
give something to the church. 221. That means 3 out 
5 members financially support the daily operations of 
the church. Using that ratio, would it also translate to 
mean that I should only speak to 3 out of 5 persons 
who come through my door each Sunday? Does it 
mean I should only visit 3 of out of 5 persons who are 

 Church is who feeds the 
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brokenhearted and speaks 
the life-giving words of the 
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hospitalized or officiate at only 3 of 5 funerals? 

While I’m thinking absurdly, would it be easier to give 
to the church if we divided the budget into bite-size 
pieces and hung budget requests on a tree – like Angel 
Trees in the Mall at Christmas – so that you know you 
personally paid $200 for the printing of the bulletin 
on Christmas Eve; or you personally paid $2,145 to 
make sure Valerie and Taylor and Josey’s insurance is 
covered for the month of February; or you personally 
paid $550 for nursery workers during worship for 
the month of December? So let’s think about that. 
Maybe Christmas Eve’s bulletin gets covered, but 
what about the bulletins for all those typical services 
during ordinary time? And if insurance is handled in 
February, what happens when Valerie gets the flu in 
January or Taylor breaks an arm in July? And if we 
have nursery workers in December, how do you feel 
about babies being present in the sanctuary during 
August and September? We could not function with 
a budget pledged in this way. A budget is a collective 
effort…a compilation of funds given out of gratitude 
for God’s goodness. We can do more together than 
we could ever do apart.

When I look at roughly 60% giving 
and 40% not giving anything, I ask 
these questions: What happened to 
the commitment that we all agree 
to when we become members that 
says we will give sacrificially with 
the tithe being the guide? What does it say about 
personal gratitude for this church who makes every 
attempt to draw the circle wide, and even more, what 
does it say about our level of thanksgiving for a God 
who loves us so much that eternal provisions have 
been made? 

Martin Luther once said that “humans need to 
experience three conversions in order to fully live 
our faith: a conversion of the heart; a conversion of 
the mind; and a conversion of our purse.” The act of 
giving our money is as much a spiritual discipline as 
the act of bowing in prayer. (Shannon Kershner) So my 
friends, it would seem we must baptize our wallets. 
Each of us needs to start somewhere. The church 
gratefully receives all gifts, and every gift results in 
valuable work for the Kingdom of God on this corner 
of Birmingham, in our city, in our nation and around 
the world. Steve Garnaas-Holmes writes: “Any gift 
given with love is filled with God and so [it is filled] 
with infinite power.”

Ultimately, I believe that this is what Jesus is 
teaching his disciples that day in the Temple. In 
Mark’s gospel, Jesus enters Jerusalem in chapter 
11. He sits on a donkey and the people wave their 
palm branches while shouting “Hosanna.” The week 
that follows is full of criticism of the Temple and its 
religious leadership. He teaches in parables and the 
Pharisees keep asking, “By what authority are you 
doing these things?” Jesus lobs some strong criticism 
in today’s reading when he mocks how the scribes 
wear long robes and make a spectacle of themselves, 
purposefully, while greeting one another in the market 
place and by taking the best seats in the synagogue 
and at feasts. Jesus condemns the scribes precisely 
for “devouring widow’s houses,” which is shorthand 
for their receiving most everything the widows’ own 
while they, themselves, are irresponsible with what is 
given. We are only a few verses from Jesus’ prophecy 
about the destruction of the Temple and so, to 
continue our analogy, Jesus is taking the framework 
of the faith puzzle that the religious authorities have 
painstakingly put into place, and he is tearing it 
apart. He will not have the kingdom boxed in, pre-

prescribed, rigid and unbending with 
each piece carefully in place.

So in a quiet moment, he spies this 
widow slipping into the Temple to 
worship. He uses what he observes 
as a living parable for the gathered 
disciples’ understanding. Where he 

previously overturned Temple tables like a frustrated 
child throwing puzzle pieces on the ground, here he 
quietly picks up one piece of the puzzle to say, “This 
is what faith looks like.” “This is the center around 
which all the other pieces’ placement will revolve.” 
“This is the complete picture of faithfulness and 
commitment.”

We know she was a woman. We know she was a 
widow. With few rights or resources and even with 
limited accessibility in the Temple itself, she still 
comes to place her meager offering into the coffers. 
She goes unnoticed by everyone present. Maybe she 
is not noticed because she is so regular in attendance, 
but more likely, she goes unnoticed because her life 
is inconsequential. She does not matter in the grand 
scheme of things. She is not capable of making a 
grand entrance like the religious elite nor can she 
offer an enormous gift to be dropped into the plates 
when they are passed. She is a nobody, until…until 
Jesus brings her into full focus. With a spotlight fixed 
on her quiet sacrifice, Jesus not only emphasizes 

“This is the 
complete picture 

of faithfulness and 
commitment.”
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her presence in the Kingdom, Jesus emphasizes her 
significance for the kingdom: that there is no one 
God can’t use to make a difference and there is no 
gift offered that cannot be joined to God’s efforts to 
bring the kingdom about here on earth even as it is 
in heaven.

During our time away, Lloyd and I worked three 1000 
piece puzzles. Occasionally, a piece would be stuck 
in the box corner sending us into a frenzied search. 
Sometimes the piece we needed dropped accidently 
to the floor. We could right both of these situations 
without much stress. But the biggest challenge was 
when Lloyd purposefully and deliberated hid a piece 
in his pocket! The puzzle could not be completed until 
his contribution was offered to the collective effort. In 
like fashion, we cannot complete the puzzle of Baptist 
Church of the Covenant without your willingness to 
dig into your pockets. With a flourish and a sense 
of “Eureka!” or “Voila!” fill out your pledge card for 
the 2019 budget. Bring it next Sunday, and place it in 
the offering plate so that we can say together, “We 
may have given up cigarettes at Baptist Church of 
the Covenant, but we sure haven’t given up smoking!”
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